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1   Introduction 
Noise is unwanted sound and is more and more perceived as an environmental pollutant. 
This shift in attitude is reflected in stricter legislation and has wide ranging economic 
consequences. Traditionally, noise was reduced by passive means like damping plates, 
sound absorbing materials, double-glazing windows, noise barriers etc. All these passive 
means are mostly suitable for high frequencies and have various disadvantages. In the last 
decade, active control of sound and vibration (at audio frequencies) has emerged as a viable 
technology to fill the low-frequency technology gap. 

The challenge has been and still is to make active noise control a cost-effective solution to 
noise problems. This challenge has been far more difficult than many people expected. 
When a technology is more expensive than its benefits are generally worth, only a small 
market exists for the technology. 

New technologies are usually expensive to start out. Early users of a technology pay a higher 
price for being first, with a competitive advantage as the benefit. Technology developers gain 
valuable experience working with early customers. This experience and know-how yields 
product improvements that provide more economical solutions for future customers. In this 
way, the technology spirals into wider and wider use, as the cost for implementation falls. 

So, what happened to active noise control? Why don't we see active noise control technology 
in our daily lives? The answer lies in the fact that most consumers don’t pay more than 100 
to 2000€ for noise reduction solutions. This cost range has been difficult to achieve with 
effective active solutions. The notable exceptions are noise canceling headphones and some 
dishwashers. 

The result is that other applications of active noise control have been in industrial situations, 
where the benefit for active noise control is driven by hearing safety concerns. In some 
cases, improving speech communication has been important enough to use active noise 
control . Even in industrial markets, active noise control technology spirals have been rare.  

So, where has active noise control been successfully applied? A partial list: 

• Exhaust mufflers for internal combustion engines 

• Headphones for aircraft use 

• Ambulances 

• Dishwashers 

• Vibration isolators for engines 

• Vibration isolation to protect electronics from vibration and shock 

• Aircraft cabin noise reduction 

• Furnaces and boiler 
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These products are successful because they have taken active noise control technology and 
reduced it to practice. Another common element is that with the exception of cabin noise 
reduction, the solution is 'simple'. The solution does not require an extensive number of 
microphones, sensors etc. In many cases the controller that produces anti-sound commands 
can be built with analog circuits, leading to lower costs and portability. 

So where should we go in ANC technology development? In my opinion continued 
development of simple solutions is best done through education. Present commercial efforts 
are blocked in patent issues and return on investment questions. Through education, 
engineers can be trained in the use of active noise control. When these engineers are 
confronted with design problems, they will be equipped to find niche solutions using active 
noise control. 

Researchers in this field should focus on two approaches. The first is the development of 
integrated active control solutions for complex noise problems (industrial noise) and the 
second are automobile audio systems, with integrated personal communications systems. 
Active noise control technology could improve our environment as well as driving enjoyment 
and safety. 
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2   Aims and scope 

This study describes the fundamentals and development of active noise and vibration control 
as well as some new technical applications which took place in recent years. In Austria ANC 
is not widely known, though several applications could help solving problems caused by 
noise and/or vibration.  

This work is not a practical scientific study, the aim is to show the worldwide state of the art 
in active noise technology, especially under the environmental point of view. Which 
opportunities gives us ANC? Where is it used today commercially? Where does this 
technology find its new applications? Where can I find more information about ANC? These 
are some of the questions answered in the following chapters.  
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3   Historical Review 

3.1  Overview 

Active Control is an old concept, but it is mainly in the past 10-15 years that developments in 
digital signal processing have made it a commercial reality. Some milestones in the 
development of active control are [2]: 

Early 1930's:

Coanda (France) and Lueg (Germany) publish the first patents on active control.  

Mid 1950's:

Olsen (USA) gives a wide range of proposed applications and the results of 
experiments. Conover (USA) applies active control to transformer noise. Active head-
sets developed.  

1960's

Jessel (France) and Kido (Japan) develop the theoretical basis of active control and 
carry out experiments.  

1970's:

Leventhall, Swinbanks and Chaplin, all in the UK, develop practical systems. Chaplin 
makes early use of microprocessors.  

1980's:

Eriksson (USA) develops commercial digital-based systems. First DSP chips become 
available. Several companies are formed to provide active control systems. First 
commercial installations.  

1990's:

Steady progress and growth of interest. Many new participants come to the the topic. 
Rapid development in availability of hardware. Considerable drop in cost. active 
control becomes a product for OEMs. 

3.2  Development of ANC 

The first patent on an ANC system (interference and absorption) got the German Lueg in 
1936. He was the first who mixed acoustic waves with result of constructive or destructive 
interference, which cause intensification and weakening of the sound field. Lueg tried to 
manipulate the principle of superposition (see chapter 7.1) so that the destructive 
interference of sound waves could be used to cancel unwanted noise. He introduced the 
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concept of active attenuation of sound by using artificially generated acoustic waves mixed 
with the unwanted sound so that the waves were in anti–phase and destructive interference 
resulted by design. In Figure 3.1 Lueg shows the problem of cancelling sound in a duct.  

Fig. 3.1: Cancelling sound in a duct (Lueg) 

Here acoustic noise propagates along the duct. The microphone detects the sound and 
converts it to an electrical signal. The electrical signal passes through an amplifier and then 
to the loudspeaker. Lueg shows a single frequency in the duct, the phase reversal of which is 
accomplished by considering the electronic system as a transmission line with a given time 
delay. The length of the line is adjusted to give the neccassary time delay that results in 180° 
phase shift relative to the sound wave detected at the microphone so that cancellation of that 
particular wave (frequency) results. 

In Figure 3.1 Lueg illustrates the basic physical phenomenon which provides the possibility of 
ANC for this case[3]:  

‘An acoustic wave with a specific frequency has a relatively much lower speed than an 
electrical signal of the same frequency. This implies that while a sound wave is travelling 
from a point where it is to be attenuated, there is enough time available within the electronic 
circuit to process the signal and activate the control elements, to a greater or lesser degree, 
depending on the frequency, type of noise, and physical extent of the system’.

Lueg found out this basic phenomenon and is also shown in the structure of Figure 3.1. The 
relative distance of the detector from the primary source is less than that of the secondary 
source relative to the primary source. In applying the above mentioned physical 
phenomenon, Lueg shows that within the time interval required for the passage of an 
acoustic wave from the detection point (microphone) to the controler point (loudspeaker) 
sound can be detected by the microphone, passed through the amplifier (controller) and fed 
to the loudspeaker. In general, to achieve good noise cancellation has to have the required 
phase correction as well as amplitude correction characteristics. Unfortunately, the electronic 
technology of the 1930s was not sufficiently advanced to meet the requirements of ANC 
systems and practical results were not realized. 

Amplifier

Microphone

Loudspeaker

Source
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Interests in ANC disappeared for about twenty years until Olsen introduced his ‘electronic 
sound absorber’ (Olsen and May 1953). In several papers Olsen proposed localized sound 
reducers for occupants of vehicles and for machine operators, machinery noise control, noise 
reducing headsets and duct noise reduction. Olsons absorber is shown in Figure 3.2. The 
unwanted noise is detected by the microphone and passed through the amplifier. The 
amplifier drives the loudspeaker so that the soundpressure at the microphone location is 
reduced. This effectively creates a zone of cancellation in front of the absorber. Olson’s 
device shows considerable sophistication for the technology in the 1950s. The problem of the 
backwave is solved by using the absorbing material in the cabinet. The phase problem is 
minimized by locating the microphone (detector) close to the loudspeaker and ensuring 
linearity in the electronics. It was possible to control the phase with a good degree of 
accuracy over a broader frequency range. The basic feedback structure of the system with 
other system errors limits the utility of broadband noise cancellation and the physical extent 
of cancellation.  

Fig. 3.2: Olsons absorber 

Simshauser and Hawley proposed the development of an ‘active ear defender’ in the mid-
1950s. A device to reduce ambient noise at the ear by using a headset to generate a sound 
pressure equal in magnitude and opposite in phase to the noise. In a noisy environment 
where the interference from the ambient noise especially at low frequencies, could be at a 
significant level, conventional ear defenders which use passive techniques of noise reduction 
are incapable of providing sufficient noise attenuation. Additional attenuation at low 
frequencies can be obtained by feeding an anti-phase signal to the ear defender. The device 
developed by Simshauser and Hawley is a two channel system consisting of two 
microphones mounted on either earphone of a conventional military headset. Each channel 
has an amplifier and a phase-shifting network. Noise is detected by the microphone, passed 
through the amplifier and phase-shifting network and applied to the earphone. Simshauser 
and Hawley tested the device in a pure tone field with proper amplitude and phase 
adjustments for minimum loudness. The result of their calculations, based on experimental 

Amplifier

Cabinet

Absorbing
material

Microphone Loudspeaker
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measurements, indicated that such a device would provide an average reduction of 10dB 
more than is provided by the earcap alone, in the range of 100Hz to 1200Hz. This application 
is currently one of the more succesful one. 

At about the same time Conover discussed the active control of transformer noise. He 
worked with a relatively large 15MVA tranformer installation. Unlike Simshauser and Hawley 
he did not confine his work to the laboratory but was rather succesful in that he developed 
his work in the field. Conover’s scheme was to place loudspeakers near the tranformers 
surface and cancel the pressure radiation in the near field. He argued that sound radiates 
from the transformer due to vibrations of the core (caused by magnetostriction) and is 
transmitted through the core mountings and the fluid cooling medium to the tank. The tank 
couples these vibrations to the surrounding air. This produces a periodic spectrum with 
harmonics at even multiples of 100Hz. Furthermore an important characteristic of 
transformer noise is that the first few harmonics are usually the most important contributors 
to the sound level. A substantial reduction of one or more of the first three components (i.e. 
100/200/300Hz) is usually sufficient to achieve a reduction in the noise.  

After adjusting each component in amplitude and phase the signals were recombined, 
amplified and fed to the speaker placed at the centre of one of the flat faces of the 
transformer. Measurements at 30m radial distance from the transformer showed a reduction 
of more than 6dB within an angular zone of about 11.5° on either side. Conover was the first 
to attempt the attenuation of transformer noise by active methods. Since then this has 
become a classic problem investigated directly or indirectly by Kido (1975), Hesselman 
(1978), Ross (1978), Jessel and Angevine (1980).   

It is now clear that the noise of a physical source may be reduced everywhere in the far field, 
as long as the source is much smaller than the wavelength of the maximum frequency 
component of the radiated sound, and the cancelling source and radiating source are located 
less than one third or one quarter of the maximum wavelength apart (Hesselman 1978, 
Warnaka 1982). When the size of the source is much less than the wavelength of the 
radiated sound , the vibration of the surface is generally in phase. In this case the combined 
acoustic pressures of the source and the out-of-phase cancelling signal tend to cancel each 
other near the source. On the other hand, if the physical size of the source is large compared 
to the wavelength of the radiated sound the surface no longer movers in a simple uniform 
phase relationship. The movement is rather in a more complicated pattern since the phase 
varies over different regions of the source. As a consequence, the radiation pattern of the 
source is causing local reduction of the sound pressure without having much effect on the 
total radiated sound energy. Certain zones are created with reduced sound level whereas in 
other locations the sound is intensified.  

The accelerating interest in ANC began in the late 1960s with the publications of Jessel and 
his co-workers in France, and Kido in Japan. Jessel’s work has been mainly concerned with 
duct noise. He and his co-workers have also made significant contributions to the theory of 
active attenuators and general consideration of the field. Jessel and Kido both realized early 
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that the primary advantage of ANC systems is in their ability to attenuate low-frequency 
noise. This is an area of great interest because of the pervasiveness of low-frequency 
sources and the high cost and relative inefficiency of current passive hardwear in low-
frequency applications. An advantage in the control of the one-dimensional propagation of 
duct noise lies in the fact that active noise silencers produce no back pressure.  

Jessel and others discovered some of the problems associated with reducing duct noise. 
Longitudinal duct modes leading to acoustic feedback, caused by reflected components, tend 
to confuse the controllers as to the exact level of noise itself, since the detector microphone 
cannot distinguish between the noise and the reflected components. This leads to system 
instability and/or no noise reduction in some bands of frequency. In order to solve the 
longitudinal mode problem, so that the detector microphone detects the unwanted noise only, 
loudspeaker arrays can be used. Two or three loudspeakers used to form an acoustic dipole 
or an acoustic tripole can be phased to produce acoustic waves travelling in one direction.  

The acoustic monopole system was originally considered by Lueg. In this system a standing 
wave is produced upstream which interferes with the detection of the unwanted noise. This 
makes the position of the microphone extremely sensitive to noise reduction. The acoustic 
tripole and acoustic dipole were developed by Jessel and his co-workers (Jessel and 
Mangiante 1972) and Swinbanks (1973). They attempt to provide a cancelling signal in the 
duct that propagates only in the downstream direction. The three types of active attenuators 
for duct noise are shown in Figure 3.3. 

C

C

C

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Microphone

Microphone

a)

b)
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Fig. 3.3: Types of active attenuators for duct noise:  a) monopole (Lueg)  
        b) tripole (Jessel)  
        c) dipole (Swinbanks) 

Multiple loudspeaker systems (dipole and tripole) have essentially been attempted to 
overcome the problems associated with frequency dependent controller design. These 
systems try to isolate the detector microphone from secondary source radiation and/or 
produce undirectional radiation, thereby avoiding problems of acoustic feedback and 
instability in the system. Furthermore, they have been unable to cope with reflected waves 
and have geometry related limitations. The control problem is also much more complex in 
such systems. The third limitation of these systems is the so called ‘tuning effect’ due to the 
physical spacings of the microphone and loudspeakers relative to each other. By altering 
these spacings the system is tuned to a different centre frequency, with no significant 
improvement in the bandwidth of attenuation. For these reasons, the current trend is to use 
the capabilities of modern electronic systems to implement complex controllers and hence 
give preference to controller complexity over geometrical complexity. With proper control the 
monopole is capable of cancelling noise over a broad frequency range. The control problem 
is relatively simple with a single source. The task of large attenuation over a broad band 
primarily lies in the design of the controler. Required is a proper ANC system design based 
on sound analytical conditions for general phase cancellation. 

A general trend since the late 80s is now seen towards the application of digital signal 
processing techniques to the active control of noise. The current advance in digital 
technology makes the implementation of digital controlers feasible at low cost.    

C

C
Loudspeaker

Microphone

c)

Types of active attenuators for duct noise: a) monopole (Lueg), b) tripole (Jessel), c) dipole (Swinbanks)
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5  Applications 

5.1   Introduction 

The most successful demonstrations of active noise control have been for controlling noise in 
enclosed spaces such as ducts, vehicle cabins, exhaust pipes, and headphones. That most 
demonstrations have not yet made the transition into successful commercial products. 

One exception, active noise control headphones, has achieved widespread commercial 
success. Active headphones (see Figure 5.1) use destructive interference to cancel low-
frequency noise while still allowing the wearer to hear mid- and high-frequency sounds such 
as conversation and warning sirens. They cancel noise automatically with an additional 15–

18dB reduction in background noise for clearer voice 
transmissions. The system comprises a pair of earmuffs containing 
speakers and one or more small circuit boards. Some include a 
built-in battery pack, and many allow exterior signal inputs such as 
music or voice communications. Used extensively by pilots, active 
headphones are considered indispensable in helicopters and noisy 
propeller-driven aircraft. Prices have dropped in recent years. 
Passenger headsets, which lack the microphone boom found on 
pilots headsets, are even cheaper.  

Fig. 5.1: An active Headset 

Another application that has seen some commercial success is active mufflers for industrial 
engine exhaust stacks (see chapter 5.4). Active control mufflers have seen years of service 
on commercial compressors, generators, and so forth. As unit prices for active automobile 
mufflers have fallen in recent years, several automobile manufacturers are now considering 
active mufflers for future production cars (see chapter 5.3).  

Large industrial fans have also benefited from active control. Speakers placed around the fan 
intake or outlet not only reduce low-frequency noise downstream and/or upstream, but they 
also improve efficiency to such an extent that they pay for themselves within a year or two. 

The idea of canceling low-frequency noise inside vehicle cabins has received much attention. 
Most major aircraft manufacturers are developing such systems, especially for noisy 
propeller-driven aircraft. Speakers in the wall panels can reduce noise generated as the 
propeller tips pass by the aircraft fuselage. For instance, a system by Noise Cancellation 
Technologies now comes as standard equipment on the new Saab 2000 aircrafts. The key 
advantage is a dramatic weight savings compared to passive treatments alone. 

Automobile manufacturers are considering active control for reducing low-frequency noise 
inside car interiors. The car stereo speakers superpose cancellation signals over the normal 
music signal to cancel muffler noise and other sounds. For example, Lotus produces such a 
system for sale to other automobile manufacturers. Unit cost is a major consideration for 
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automobile use. While such systems are not at all common, at least one vehicle (currently 
offered only in Japan) includes such a system as a factory option. 

In the following you can see a list of applications for active control of noise and vibration. The 
list includes topics which are currently being investigated by research groups throughout the 
world. 

• Control of aircraft interior noise by use of lightweight vibration sources on the 
fuselage and acoustic sources inside the fuselage.  

• Reduction of helicopter cabin noise by active vibration isolation of the rotor and 
gearbox from the cabin.  

• Reduction of noise radiated by ships and submarines by active vibration isolation 
of interior mounted machinery (using active elements in parallel with passive 
elements) and active reduction of vibratory power transmission along the hull, using 
vibration actuators on the hull.  

• Reduction of internal combustion engine exhaust noise by use of acoustic control 
sources at the exhaust outlet or by use of high intensity acoustic sources mounted on 
the exhaust pipe and radiating into the pipe at some distance from the exhaust outlet.  

• Reduction of low frequency noise radiated by industrial noise sources such as 
vacuum pumps, forced air blowers, cooling towers and gas turbine exhausts, by use 
of acoustic control sources.  

• Lightweight machinery enclosures with active control for low frequency noise 
reduction.  

• Control of tonal noise radiated by turbo-machinery (including aircraft engines). 

• Reduction of low frequency noise propagating in air conditioning systems by use of 
acoustic sources radiating into the duct airway.  

• Reduction of electrical transformer noise either by using a secondary, perforated 
lightweight skin surrounding the transformer and driven by vibration sources or by 
attaching vibration sources directly to the transformer tank. Use of acoustic control 
sources for this purpose is also being investigated, but a large number of sources are 
required to obtain global control.  

• Reduction of noise inside automobiles using acoustic sources inside the cabin and 
lightweight vibration actuators on the body panels.  

• Active headsets and earmuffs 
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• Active control systems which suppress the noise appearing in furnaces and boiler
rooms. The noise generated by the combustion chamber of the furnace has different 
injurious influences: in extreme situations it can destroy the equipment, but even at 
normal conditions the noise is harmful for the personnel working in the boiler room. 
The noise leaving the boiler room is a heavy environmental load. Conventional 
methods of suppressing this noise using sound absorbers generally do not work well 
at such circumstances. On the one hand, the power of this noise is concentrated in 
the low-frequency range (below 500 Hz), on the other hand traditional noise 
absorbers cannot be installed on furnaces. Active cancelation of the furnace-noise 
seems to be a promising solution. 
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5.2   Transformer noise reduction 

5.2.1  Introduction 

One promising alternative in contrast to traditional means of controlling transformer noise, 
which involves the construction of full enclosures, is to use active sound cancellation. Recent 
studies have shown, that the global control can be achieved by a completely surrounding of 
the transformer with loudspeakers (Hesselmann [12] and Angevine [13]). They found that the 
attenuation was dependent on the number of control sources and that this dependence was 
stronger at low frequencies. Angevine and Wright [14] demonstrated some success using 
multiple loudspeaker type control sources to minimize the transformer noise. Eight 
loudspeakers were arranged in two rows of four in front of a transformer tank and eight error 
microphones were loctated 10 meters away from the tank (at the same side of the 
transformer as the loudspeakers). The result showed that significant noise reduction over a 
wide area (15 to 20 dB over an angle of 35 to 40 degrees) could be achieved.   

Other researchers (M. McLoughlin, K. Brungardt, J. Vierengel and K. Weissmann) reported 
an attempt to actively control transformer noise using 
Active Structural Acoustic Control (ASAC). In their 
control system, piezoelectric actuators were fixed to 
the transformer tank as vibration control sources and 
microphones were used to sense the error signals. 
The control system with multiple inputs/outputs 
adapted to changes in the system and the system 
environment. The typical sound reduction was about 
15 to 20 dB at 120 Hz and 10 to 12 dB at 240 Hz. 

Fig. 5.2: The test transformer in the anechoic 
room

In the following chapter an active control system of noise radiated from a small transformer 
(50 kV, dimensions 0,35m x 0,82m x 0,82m, see Figure 5.2) is described [15].  The physical 
system design for active control of noise radiated from structures deals with: 

• The evaluation of error sensing strategies 

• The selection of types of control actuators, i.e. what type of control source should be 
used: vibration or acoustic 

• The optimization of the location and the number of the actuators and error sensors 
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The effects of the sensing strategies and the error sensor arrangement (location and 
number) on the control performance were numerically studied. A small transformer was 
located in an anechoic room for testing. The control system consists of eight control shakers 
mounted on the transformer, eight error microphones located in the near field and a ten 
channel controler. The control results were evaluated by measuring the sound field on an 
enclosed surface surrounding the transformer. An optimal search procedure was employed 
to optimize the error sensor layout based on transfer function measurement between the 
eight control sourcesand a large number of possible error sensor locations.  

5.2.2  Measurement of sound field 

For safety reasons the transformer was not energized. To generate noise, the transformer 
was excited by one internal type shaker at 100 Hz and 200 Hz. It was found that this 
excitation provided a sufficiently complex vibration pattern on the transformer tank to 
simulate the complexity of the pattern that occured in practice. For measuring the sound field 
the transformer was surounded with a frame for holding sound intensity probes around all 
four sides and over the top. The distance of the frame to the transformer tank was 0,8m. Six 
intensity probes were fixed on a beam for sensing thge sound field. Noise radiated by the 
transformer was measured at 492 sensing locations at 0,25cm intervals by sliding the beam 
along the frame during the data acquisition. Eight internal type shakers, acting as control 
sources, were mounted on the transformer tank.  

The transfer function from each loudspeaker input to two pressure microphone outputs on 
each sound intensity probe were measured. Each shaker was driven through a power 
amplifier by a signal generator that produced sine waves at frequencies of 100 Hz and 200 
Hz. For analysing the control mechanism, structural responses to shakers were measured at 
224 sensing points as well. Vibration data were recorded to the data aquisition system. The 
block diagramm of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.3.   

Fig. 5.3: The experimental setup 

inertial shaker pow er amplif ier signal generator

data aquisition PC computer
microphone micro. amplif ier

accelerometer charge amplif ier
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5.2.2.1  Control achieved by sound intensity minimization  

To predict the average sound intensity level reduction achieved by intensity minimization 
using the setup given in Figure 5.3, the primary sound pressures at two microphones, on the 
sound intensity probe and the transfer functions between the control sources were 
measured. The optimal control forces resulting in the minimization of the cost function at the 
error sensors were then used to calculate the average sound intensity level reduction at 492 
monitor sensors. Figure 3 shows predicted results associated with correctly spaced error 
sensors. 

From Figure 5.4, one can see that the average sound intensity level reduction at 100 Hz 
achieved by sound intensity minimization using evenly spaced error sensors fluctuated wildly 
as a function of the number of error sensors unless a large number of error sensors were 
used. This is because the cost function is the sum of the sound intensities and the optimum 
result is an average of values measured at the 195 error sensors. It does not follow that the 
sound field reduction will increase as the number of error sensors increases when an 
insufficient number of error sensors are used to sense the sound field. 

a) 100 Hz b) 200 Hz 

Fig. 5.4: Variation of the average sound intensity level reduction with the number of 
error sensors 

The transfer functions, from the control sources to the error sensors, depends on the relative 
positions between the control sources and the error sensors. The unexpected poor control 
performance at the error sensors may be avoided by optimizing the control source locations 
and/or the error sensor locations, to rearrange the transfer functions from the control sources 
to the error sensors. In this case, the function for optimizing the control source locations and 
the error sensor locations is the maximum average sound intensity level reduction at the 
error sensors, because the objective is to improve the control performance at the error 
sensors. Figure 5.5 shows the maximum average sound intensity level reduction at the error 
sensors as a function of the number of error sensors, when using the optimally located error 
sensors. 
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Fig. 5.5: Variation of the average sound 
intensity level reduction at the error 
sensors as a function of the number of 
error sensors, associated with the optimum 
error sensor locations that correspond to 
the maximum sound intensity reduction at 
the error sensors 

Comparing the results in Figure 5.4 with the respective error sensor measurements in Figure 
5.5, one can see that the average intensity reductions at the error sensors were significantly 
improved after optimizing the error sensor locations that correspond to the average 
maximum sound intensity level reduction at the error sensors. It should be emphasized that 
the maximum average sound intensity level reduction at a finite number of error sensors 
does not necessarily imply that a maximum global sound power reduction will be achieved. 
This is because generally, there is no inherent relation between the sound intensity level 
reduction at the error sensors in the near field and that at the monitor sensors used for 
evaluation of the control performance. In the work described here, the objective function for 
optimization of the error sensor locations is the maximum average sound intensity reduction 
at the monitor sensors, which represents the global control of noise radiated from the source. 
It should be noted that in general, the optimum error sensor locations depend on the primary 
source distribution and therefore the optimum locations will be changed if the excitation 
conditions of the transformer tank are changed. 

In this study, due to the limitation of the potential locations of the control sources, an effort 
was made to improve the control results by optimizing the error sensor locations based on 
the fixed control source arrangement. The average sound intensity reductions at the monitor 
sensors obtained by sound intensity minimization using the optimal error sensor locations are 
shown in Figure 5.6. 

a) 100 Hz b) 200 Hz 

Fig. 5.6: Variation of the average sound intensity level reduction as a function of the 
number of error sensors, associated with the optimum error sensor locations that 
correspond to the maximum sound intensity reduction at the monitor sensors 
(intensity minimization) 
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From Figure 5.6 it can be seen that for 100 Hz excitation, the average sound intensity level 
reduction at 492 monitor sensors achieved using the optimally located error sensors was 
significant, even for the case of a small number of error sensors. The figure shows that the 
average intensity reduction at the error sensors is still negative (i.e. a sound power gain) for 
some of the 200 Hz control cases (for instance 15 error sensors at 200 Hz).  

Figure 5.6 also shows that it is very hard to achieve a significant global sound intensity 
reduction at 200 Hz even though error sensors were optimally located. The optimization 
illustrates how the control mechanisms work for an active control System. More details about 
the control mechanisms are discussed later.  

5.2.2.2  Control achieved by squared pressure minimization

In this section, the aim is to demonstrate the extent of control performance at monitor 
sensors achieved by minimizing the sum of the squared sound pressures at the optimum 
error sensors. To do this, the same prediction procedure as was used in last section for 
sound intensity minimization was employed and Figure 5.7 shows the average sound 
intensity reduction associated with the optimal error sensor locations, which corresponded to 
the maximum average noise reduction at monitor sensors. 

a) 100 Hz b) 200 Hz 

Fig. 5.7: Variation of sound field reduction as a function of the number of error 
sensors, associated with the optimum error sensor locations that correspond to the 
maximum sound intensity reduction at the monitor sensors (sqaured pressure 
minimization) 

Similar to the case of intensity minimization, a significant average sound intensity reduction 
at the monitor sensors was achieved using the optimum error sensor locations at 100 Hz, but 
poor control results were obtained at 200 Hz. 

5.2.2.3  Effect of error sensing strategies on the control performance 

The comparison of the maximum average sound intensity reduction at the monitor sensors 
achieved by intensity minimization with that achieved by squared pressure minimization is 
shown in Figure 5.8. The results demonstrate that, for the experimental configuration tested, 
better control performance can be achieved by minimizing the sum of the squared sound 
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pressures than can be achieved by minimizing the sum of the sound intensity when a small 
number of error sensors are used. This is because more error sensing points are required to 
accurately describe the intensity field than are required to describe the pressure field. This 
conclusion agrees with that reached in earlier work [20]. 

a) 100 Hz b) 200 Hz 

Fig 5.8: Comparison of the sound intensity level reduction achieved by intensity 
minimization with that achieved by sqared pressure minimization at the monitor 
sensors (associated with optimum error sensor locations) 

In Figure 5.8(a) one can see that if a large number of error sensors are used, the noise 
reduction achieved by intensity minimization at 100 Hz is approximately 10 dB higher than 
that obtained by squared pressure minimization. The reason is that in the case of this 
physical system configuration, the sound field at 100 Hz is characterized as the transition 
region (between the hydrodynamic near field and the geometric near field). In this region of 
the sound field, due to the complexity of the sound field, the measurement of the sound 
pressure may not give an indication of the sound power radiated by the source. In other 
words, rather than squared pressure minimization, a good control result in this region may be 
achieved by sound intensity minimization provided that a large number of error sensors are 
used. 

5.2.3   Experimental results 

5.2.3.1   Evaluation of control performance at the monitor sensors

For the verification of the predicted results, experiments were carried out with a ten channel 
control system which was specially developed for transformer noise control. The control 
results at 100 Hz associated with 8 error sensors and 8 vibration control sources were 
evaluated at 526 monitor sensing points that were on a frame surrounding the transformer. 
The distance of the frame to the transformer was 0.8 m. Figure 5.9 shows the coordinate 
system for defining the monitor sensor locations. An inertial shaker was used to excite the 
transformer and to generate the primary sound field. Eight inertial type shakers were used as 
the control sources. Signals from the error microphones were input to the controller through 
electret microphone amplifiers and the output signals from the controller were used to drive 
the control shakers through the power amplifiers. 
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Fig 5.9: Coordinate system for monitor microphones (sensors) 

A Graphic User Interface (GUI) on the controller was used to communicate with the controller 
and to monitor the error signals while the control was on so that it was known if a maximum 
level of sound field reduction was reached. Once the minimum error signal, which 
represented the sum of the squared sound pressures at the error sensors was reached, the 
control adaptation was set to off. Then the control shakers were constantly driven by the 
Controller during the measurement of the sound field at the 526 monitor locations. The 
experimental set-up is shown in Figure 5.10. 

Fig 5.10: Experimental set-up for evaluating global control performance 

Figure 5.11 shows the sound pressure reduction levels at the monitor sensing locations. 
From the figure it can be seen that noise was significantly reduced at most monitor sensing 
locations even though noise was increased at 3 sensing points. The largest overall sound 
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pressure reduction level was approximately 32.7 dB and the largest overall increase of the 
sound pressure level was 2.7 dB. The average sound pressure level reduction at the monitor 
sensor locations was 15.8 dB. This result is similar to the predicted result of 18.7 dB. 

Fig. 5.11: Sound pressure level reduction at the monitor microphones for 100 Hz in the 
near field 

5.2.3.2  Effect of the number of control sources on the control results 

The effect of the number of control sources on the control performance at the error sensors 
is evaluated using measured data in this section. Due to the limitation of the number of 
controller channels, only 8 error sensors were used, so that the number of control sources 
were from one to eight, otherwise, an infinite number of 'optimum' control source strength 
vectors will be produced. For the case of 8 control sources, the sound pressure reduction at 
the eight error sensors tends theoretically to an infinite value. In other words, the residual 
(controlled) sound field at the error sensors is zero. To account for the influence of noise on 
the simulation results, a 1% error in the control forces was added. This results in the noise 
reduction predicted using 8 control sources and 8 error sensors dropping from an infinite 
value to 40 dB. Table 5.1 shows predicted results and measured results.  

Table 5.1: Average sound pressure level reduction at 8 error sensors using different 
numbers of control sources [dB] 

Number of controls 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

predicted 4,0 6,0 21,2 23,7 27,7 29,7 31,6 40,0 
100 Hz measured 3,4 4,8 20,2 20,4 20,4 22,8 23,2 25,6 

predicted 0,7 1,0 3,7 6,7 8,4 10,7 32,3 40,0 
200 Hz measured 0,6 0,6 2,1 5,5 5,9 7,6 8,8 9,2 

As expected, the average sound pressure level reduction at the error sensors increased as 
the number of control sources increased for both predicted and measured results. Table 5.1 
shows very good agreement between the predicted and measured results for a small number 
of control sources. The difference between predicted and measured values increases as the 
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number of control sources increases, and it is worse at the lower frequencies. This may be 
due to some background noise influencing the transfer function measurements.

5.2.4  Control mechanism 

For active structural acoustic control systems, there are generally two control mechanisms 
responsible for attenuating the sound field when vibration control sources are used. The first 
is a reduction in the velocity levels of the principal offending modes. By this mechanism, 
termed modal control, the control effort is directed towards reducing the Vibration levels of 
the structure, especially the modal vibration levels of the dominant modes, so that the total 
sound power radiated by the vibrating structure is attenuated, provided that only the 
dominant vibration mode contributes significantly to the radiated sound power. The other way 
of attenuating the radiated sound field is to reduce the radiation efficiency of the structure by 
changing the structural velocity distribution without necessarily reducing the structural 
velocity levels. Attenuating the sound field by altering the amplitude and phase relationship 
between modes to reduce the sound radiation efficiency has been named modal 
rearrangement.  

To analyze the control mechanisms in the described study, individual structural responses to 
each of the shakers (control and primary) were measured at 224 points at 100 mm intervals 
on the transformer tank. Then the vibration levels of the transformer tank after control were 
determined using resulting optimum force values calculated using a procedure for the 
minimization of the sum of the squared sound pressures at the error microphones.  

The results demonstrate that the average squared structural velocity reduction level at the 
sensing points is 4.3 dB for 100 Hz excitation. By comparing this value with the predicted 
sound pressure reduction of 18.7 dB, it can be concluded that the sound field must be 
minimized by modal rearrangement of the transformer tank vibration. Figure 5.12 shows the 
distribution of vibration level on the transformer tank before and after control. 

Fig. 5.12: Distribution of velocity level on the transformer tank corresponding to the 
minimization of the sum of the squared sound pressure using 8 control sources and 8 
error sensors, at 100 Hz  
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5.2.5 Conclusions 

The evaluation of the effect of error sensing strategies on the performance of an active 
system to control tonal noise radiation from a small transformer (0,35mx0,82mx0,82m) was 
described in this chapter.   

The minimization of the sum of the sound intensities and the minimization of the sum of the 
squared sound pressures (two near field strategies), were numerically evaluated using 
transfer function data measured on a small transformer. The results represent the best that 
could be expected using an ideal feedforward active control system. The use of intensity 
minimization in the near field shows better results, provided that there are a large number of 
error sensors, otherwise, better results are achieved by using sqared pressure minimization.  

For sound intensity minimization, good results can be achieved using a small number of 
optimally located error sensors. For example, when using 25 optimally located error sensors, 
approximatelx 37 dB of reduction was achieved, even though the result was around 15 db 
less than that achieved using squared pressure minimization. Further on, the results 
demonstrate that it was very difficult to minmize the sound field at 200 Hz, mainly because 
the modal rearrangement control mechanism was not very effective at this higher frequency 
that was characterized by shorter wavelength. 

In an anechoic room the sound field radiated from a small transformer tank was also 
minimzed experimentally with a real time control system. To generate the primary sound 
field, the transformer tank was excited by an inertial shaker at 100 Hz and 200 Hz. Two 
inertial shakers were mounted to each side of the transformer. Eight error sensors were 
located on a frame 0,8m from the transformer. The sound pressure reduction achieved using 
8 control actuators and 8 error sensors was evaluated at 526 monitor sensing points over the 
frame surface.  

By analyzing the vibration pattern with and without control, it was shown that the sound 
reduction was mainly achieved by the modal rearrangement control mechanism. 
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5.3  Applications for cars 

5.3.1  Introduction

The reduction of external noise from cars and trucks is nowadays an important issue. The 
legislators are continuously lowering the noise emission standards in the different countries. 
Also, the combustion engine developers increases the engine efficiency by lowering inlet and 
outlet valve resistance. As consequence, exhaust system manufacturers have to develop 
exhaust systems which combines a higher noise attenuation level with a lower flow 
resistance. 

What sounds put the motorist to sleep? What sequences of tones increase a person's feeling 
of well-being? These are typical questions for psychoacoustics, a relatively new scientific 
discipline whose findings are increasingly falling on open ears in automobile development. 
Fundamental studies have shown, for example, that a low but constant sound level is by no 
means always regarded positively. In fact motorists make similarly high demands on the 
sound of a good engine as they do when listening to a symphony: Harmonious sequences of 
tones are particularly popular. 

Previous researchers have demonstated the potential of active noise control in automobiles. 
Most of these works tended to deal with automobiles with low acoustic damping where modal 
seperation was high. There remains much work to be done to investigate the use of active 
noise control in cars with typical damping where there is increased modal overlap and 
reduced acoustic resonances. Other issues that need to be investigated are an improvement 
in the frequency bandwidth and global nature of the control. Because of the low frequency 
characteristics of typical disturbances (road noise), large, and often massive, conventional 
electromagnetic speakers are required to obtain good active control of the sound field in the 
car interior. This situation creates a demand in the automobile industry for new compact and 
lightweight acoustic sources. 

5.3.2  How far is research? 

5.3.2.1  Electronic Controlled Active Silencer Exhaust System for Car Engines  

The engine noise is caused by pressure pulses released by the exhaust. When the 
expansion stroke of the engine comes to his end, the outlet valve opens and the remaining 
pressure in the cylinder discharges as a pulse into the exhaust system. These pulses are 
between 0.1 and 0.4 atmosphere in amplitude, with a pulse duration between 2 and 5 
milliseconds. The frequency spectrum is directly correlated with the pulse duration. The cut-
off frequency lies between 200 and 500 Hz.  

A passive exhaust system attenuates the noise by absorption and reflection [11]. The 
acoustic waves are reflected back and forth into the exhaust system. At each reflection, the 
sound waves lose energy. As result, only a fraction of the noise leaves the exhaust outlet.  
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The proposed active exhaust system attenuates the noise in a very different way. The active 
exhaust system is mor or less a cube mounted on the engine block. It consists of a buffer 
volume which is connected to the exhaust outlet of the engine and on which an electrically 
controllable valve is mounted. The engine acts as a volume velocity source and pushes the 
flow into the buffer volume. The valve is controlled such that only the mean flow passes the 
valve. The flow fluctuations are stored temporally in the buffer volume. As result, the flow out 
of the exhaust outlet is free of fluctuations, and consequently free of noise.  

Experimentally, a machine generates realistic engine exhaust noise with the gas flow using 
compressed air. It permits to study acoustical and flow-dynamic phenomena in exhaust 
systems and to experiment with new concepts of exhaust systems without taking precautions 
against the hot corrosive gases of a real engine.  

In a combustion engine, the pressure enclosed in the cylinder discharges in the exhaust as 
soon the outlet valve opens. The piston is at his lower dead point and the cylinder volume 
changes only 10 a 15% during the escape time of the pulse. This means that the exhaust 
pulse can be approximated by the discharge of a constant volume. This assumption forms 
the basis of the cold engine simulator. A scheme of it is presented in Figure 5.13 below.  

Fig. 5.13: Scheme of the cold engine simulator 

It consists of a regular engine block whose pistons are fixed at their lower dead points. The 
inlet collector is connected via an expansion vessel and a pressure reduction valve to a 
normal pressurized air supply network. The cam mechanism of the engine block is driven by 
an electric motor. The supplied pressure at the inlet collector is equal to the pressure in the 
cylinder of an operational combustion engine at the end of the expansion stage. During the 
inlet stage, the cylinder charges at the same pressure level as applied at the inlet. When the 
outlet opens, the cylinder discharges and the pressure pulse enters the exhaust. The 
discharge takes a few milliseconds. These pressure pulses are compared with the pulses 
from a real combustion engine. The shape and frequency spectrum of the pulses are very 
similar.  
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Fig. 5.14: Measurement of the sound pulses out of the exhaust outlet 

The active silencer is tested on this setup using two types of electronic controllers. The first 
one tested is a feedforward non-adaptive controller resulting in a sound attenuation of 13 dB. 
The second one is a feedback controller, resulting in 16 dBA attenuation. In Figure 5.14 
above a measurement of the sound pulses out of the exhaust outlet are presented. The 
controller is started after 0.35 seconds. The backpressure to the engine is between 0.03 and 
0.1 atmosphere, while a passive system with the same attenuation needs 0.15 to 0.3 
atmosphere.  

The feedforward controller uses two sensors, one for pressure in the buffer volume and one 
for the flow through the control valve. The feedback controller uses only one sensor for the 
pressure after the control valve. Despite the better performance and the simpler 
instrumentation, the feedback controller is too sensitive for the dynamics of the engine and 
the exhaust system. At this instant, feedforward controllers are in investigation, in order to 
eliminate the flow sensor.  

5.3.2.2  Active noise control inside a car with advanced speakers [16]

5.3.2.2.1  Introduction 

This chapter demonstrates the applicability of active control of cabin noise in a sports utility 
vehicle, in which passive noise and vibration treatments are present. When controlling 
interior noise caused by an external disturbance, finding a proper location for the reference 
sensors is a key factor. The location of the error sensors, control actuators and reference 
sensors is of paramount importance in the design of a feedforward controller. Global control 
of the pressure field of highly damped cavity with multiple modes, such as an automobile 
cabin, is nearly impossible to achieve with a limited number of control sources (less than 
four), even at low frequencies (40 Hz to 500 Hz).  

A more suitable goal is to create a zone of quiet around the heads of the driver or passenger. 
To reach this goal, the control sources can be located in the doors and the error sensors 
close to the position of the driver’s and passenger’s head. Nevertheless, the placement of 
the reference sensors requires more attention. When the disturbance source inside the cabin 
of an automobile is caused by either the power train or the interaction of the tires with the 
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road surface, many other sources that radiate noise into the cabin need to be considered. It 
is difficult to analyse these sources because the acoustic and structural paths are complex. 
As a result the determination of the number and location of appropriate reference signals is 
not straightforward. A principal component analysis was performed to determine the number 
of independent noise sources present when the car was driven on a coarse road. Although 
this analysis does not provide any information regarding the location of the sensors, it 
provides information regarding the minimum number of reference sensors to be used. If the 
maximum achievable noise reduction is computed for various sets of reference sensors, their 
location can be optimized experimentally.  

5.3.2.2.2 Active control of power train noise    

The reference signals can be classified into two different categories: 

• Those directly connected to the engine: accelerometers glued to the engine mount, to 
the oil fill system, as well as the signal from the tachometer and a microphone. 

• Those attached to the body of the car: the vibration of the engine and power train 
induces the vibration of other component of the car. Each component connection 
induces non-linearity. As a result, the vibration of the firewll and body of the car, 
which radiate sound into the cabin, are not nessacerily linearly reladted to the 
vibration of the engine. Therefore, the reference sensors are often not sufficient to 
characterize the sound pressure measured by a microphone located inside the 
automobile cabin.  

The pressure measured at the error sensors is multi-harmonic. The engine rotation speed, 
and particularly the firing frequency of the cylinders, determine the frequency of the signal. 
When the engine is running at 3300 rpm the firing frequency is 22,5 Hz (one half of the 
engine speed). 

                                           

At the predominant frequency (110 Hz), the amplitude of the response at the harmonic varies 
from 30 dB above the background noise of the engine down to 5 dB at frequencies (275 Hz). 
The background noise of the engine is defined as the noise off peak (25 dB at a f = 250 Hz).  

When six reference signals are used, good coherence (above 0,99) was obtained at the 
harmonics of the firing frequency of the cylinder. At other frequencies, where the sound 
pressure level is low before control, the coherence drops and very little control was achieved. 
For instance, the coherence was close to 0,3 at 250 Hz, which corresponds to weak 
attenuation. Nevertheless, some control was achieved offpeak, which decreased the 
background noise of the engine a couple of decibel on a wide frequency band. In fact, the 
total reduction at the error sensors was 12 dB in the 40-500 Hz band, while the maximum 

3300 rpm
60 s/min = 55 rps 55 Hz
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peak reduction at 110 Hz was 31 dB. Noise reductions obtained with various reference signal 
configurations have to be computed. As the number of reference signals decreases, the 
global attenuation decreases also. Reductions of 12, 9.7, 8.7 down to 4.5 dB were obtained 
respectively with six, four, three and one reference signal. The same trend was also seen for 
the peak reduction. As illustrated in Figure 5.15, using three reference sensors correctly 
positioned, good coherence (above 0.9) was obtained for all the harmonics of the firing 
frequency, and a maximum peak reduction of 25 dB was achieved. All the peaks were 
cancelled when this configuration of reference signals was used (less than one decibel 

above the background noise of 
the engine) as shown in Figure 
5.15. Nevertheless, very little 
off-peak reduction was 
obtained. In the case where 
only one reference sensor was 
used, a 17 dB peak attenuation 
was achieved at one harmonic 
and 13 dB at the others. 

Fig. 5.15: Simulated sound pressure levels results with three reference signals 

In conclusion, simulations showed that achievable reduction was maximized when six 
reference signals were used (31 dB peak and 12 dB global), but using three well positioned 
reference signals provided adequate results, since all the harmonics were cancelled resulting 
in a flat frequency response at the error sensors. In the experiments presented in the next 
section, three reference signals were used. One accelerometer was positioned on the oil fill 
stem and two on the firewall (one on the side of the driver and one on the side of the 
passenger).  

Experimental active noise control results. The frequency response function measured at 
the error sensor located at the head of the passenger before and after control is shown in 
Figure 5.16 (a), in the case where two actuators and two error sensors were used. The error 
sensors were positioned symmetrically at the heads of the driver and passenger 
(Configuration number 2 in Table 5.2). One actuator was located in each front door at the 
position of the stereo system speakers. The response is shown A-weighted between 40 and 
500 Hz. This response is typical of what was measured at the error sensor. The signal before 
control is shown in a solid line. Note from Figure 5.16 (a) that the response is highly 
dominated by the even harmonics of the firing frequency of the cylinders of the engine (the 
harmonics of the firing frequency that have the highest amplitude are shown with their 
frequency and number in parenthesis). For the case presented in Figure 5.16 (a) the engine 
was tuming at 2900 rpm, which corresponds to a fundamental frequency of 24Hz. The signal 
at the harmonics is as much as 30 dB (144 Hz) higher than the background noise (20 dB A). 
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The effect of the control is to cancel most of the peaks that contribute most significantly to 
the response. The maximum peak reduction is 30 dB at 144 Hz. In fact, the harmonics are 
reduced to a level close to the background noise of the engine. The global reduction in the 
frequency band of interest (40 to 500 Hz) is 7 dB.  

a) Results obtained with        
conventional speakers 

b) Results obtained with advanced 
speakers

Fig. 5.16: Sound pressure level at error sensor 2 

The noise reduction at the error sensors noted above is of great importance. In order to 
determine the effect that spillover may have on the results, the interior volume of the cabin 
was scanned to monitor the spatial distribution of the pressure before and after control. The 
total volume scanned is a cube of 80 by 80 by 70 cm (H by W by L), which represents the 
volume occupied by the head and torso of a person normally seated in the automobile.  

Four configurations of actuators and error sensors were investigated for control in the front of 
the cabin. The first three configurations involved two control sources located in the front 
doors as described above. In configuration four, two extra moveable speakers were added 
on the dashboard. In the first configuration, two error sensors were located at head level on 
the side of the driver. In configuration two, one error sensor was located at the head position 
on the side ofthe driver and one on the side of the passenger. In configuration three and four, 
two extra error sensors were added at the head level towards the center of the cabin. After 
control, for all configurations, a zone of quiet was created around the error sensors. The 
dimensions of this zone are different for all the configurations. Because of high damping 
associated with the acoustic modes of the cabin global control of the pressure would require 
more actuators than the ones actually used; thus global control of the cabin was never 
achieved.  

In the last three configurations the error sensors were located at both the driver and 
passenger positions. These locations were chosen in order to avoid the spillover occurring at 
the position of the passenger when no sensor is located on the passenger side. In the three 
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cases reduction was obtained at both positions and spatial spillover occurred only in the 
corners of the scanned volume, where the head of the driver or passenger would not 
normally be while the car is in motion. The size of the zone of quiet created around the error 
microphones varied with the dimensions of the system. Although little difference in the 
pressure profile was obtained between configuration 2 (2 error sensors and 2 control 
sources) and configuration 4 (4 error sensors and 4 control sources), the configuration 
involving four speakers and four error sensors shows the best results. 

As the number of speakers is increased, the number of degrees of freedom being controlled 
is higher and therefore the reduction is higher. Nevertheless, in the latter case, an increase 
of 6 dB occurred in one corner of the scanned zone, as shown in Figures 5.17 (a) and (b). In 
configuration 3 (4 error sensors and 2 control sources), very little spillover occurred. Only a 1 
dB increase in the pressure was recorded in one corner of the volume. The reduction 
obtained at the error sensors is not as high as in configuration 4 (maximum 4 dB at the error 
sensors in configuration 3 and maximum 7 dB at the error sensors in configuration 4), but the 
reduction in the SPL is spatially more global. 

a) Pressure before control [dB] b) Pressure after control 

Fig. 5.17: Spatial distribution of the pressure (configuration 4) 

These preliminary tests showed that it is possible to achieve power train noise control at  the 
error sensors of up to seven decibel. In terms of spatial distribution of the pressure field, 
although true global control of the cabin noise would require more sources, it was shown that 
a 90-cm diameter zone of quiet could be created around the head of the driver and 
passenger over the 40 to 500 Hz bandwidth. 

Control using advanced piezoelectric speakers. In the previous section, it was shown that 
active control of power train noise was achievable using premium stereo speakers. Results 
obtained using new compact lightweight sources are presented in this section. This new 
source is based on the use of double amplifier piezoelectric drivers that induce displacement 
of a membrane, which in tums radiates sound. The same configurations used during the 
experiments with the premium stereo speakers were no longer suitable because only two 
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advanced sources could be built. For comparison purposes, configuration two and three 
presented in the previous section were repeated with the new source. 

Figure 5.16 (b) shows the response at microphone one for the case where the sound field is 
controlled using two error sensors and two control sources. As it has been pointed out 
before, the sound pressure level before control, is highiy dominated by the response at the 
harmonics of the firing frequency of the cylinders.  

As discussed by Couche and Füller [18], the output of the advanced source is low at 
frequencies below 150 Hz. Therefore, the control was performed in a reduced frequency 
band (150 to 500 Hz). In this particular case, the engine was tuming at 3200 rpm. The 
dashed line shows the response after control. Similarly to what was described above, the 
response after control at the harmonics is reduced to a level dose to the background noise of 
the engine. Reduction of 18 dB was obtained at 159 Hz, so that the response after control at 
this frequency is 6 dB above the background noise. Even though the attenuation is lower at 
other frequencies, for instance 14 dB at 291 Hz, the response after control is completely 
reduced into the background noise. Similar results are obtained at the highest harmonics.  

In Table 5.2, global reductions measured at the error sensors and obtained with advanced 
sources are compared to reductions obtained with conventional speakers. The general 
trends of the results are very similar. When two error sensors were used, noise reduction 
close to seven decibel was obtained at error sensor one. In the case of the advanced source, 
lower attenuation was recorded at error sensor two. When four error sensors were used, 
maximum noise reduction close to five decibel was obtained at error sensor two. In the latter 
configuration results obtained with the conventional and advanced source were slightly 
different. Two main reasons were identified.  

Table 5.2: Attenuation at 
error sensors (dBA),
advanced / conventional 
speakers

First, when the control was 
performed with the 
piezoelectric sources, the 
engine speed was higher 
(3200 rpm instead of 2900 rpm). Thus, the amplitudes of the harmonics are larger and the 
frequencies at which they occur are higher. Second, when the control was performed with 
the advanced speakers, the first harmonic was filtered out because of the low output of these 
sources at low frequency (below 150 Hz).  

# Configuration Error 1 Error 2 Error 3 Error 4

1 2 by 2 - / 3,0 - / 3,3 

2 2 by 2 6,9 / 6,4 4,3 / 6,4

3 2 by 4 2,4 / 2,6 4,8 / 4,0 1,7 / 2,7 3,8 / 4,0 

4 4 by 4 - / 4,6 - / 6,7 - / 5,1 - / 7,0 
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Discussion. It has been shown that application of active control of power train noise in the 
interior cabin of a sport utility vehicle (Ford Explorer) yields good results. First, tests 
demonstrated that attenuation of up to seven decibel over a large frequency band (40 to 500 
Hz) was achievable at the error sensors. The best results were obtained with a system 
involving three reference accelerometers, four conventional speakers used as control 
sources, and four error sensors located at head level inside the cabin of the vehicle. The 
response at the error sensors before control was strongly dominated by the response at the 
harmonics of the firing frequency of the cylinders. During the tests, the fundamental 
frequency was 24 Hz when the engine was tuming at 2900 rpm. The effect of the control was 
to reduce the amplitude of the peaks (maximum of 30 dB attenuation) at these frequencies. 
The response after control was flatter, and it was possible to lower the response at the 
harmonics close to the background noise level of the engine. Due to the very high damping 
inside the cabin of the automobile, many modes contribute to the response. Thus, in order to 
obtain global control of the pressure field, more control speakers would be required. In terms 
of spatial effect, spillover appeared only in the corners of the volume scanned (head and 
torso of passenger and driver), at positions where the head would not be positioned during 
normal use of the vehicle. In fact, a large zone of quiet was created around the error sensors 
(i.e. around the head of the driver and passenger). The extent of the zone of quiet was 
increased as the number of error sensors and actuators was increased. The largest zone of 
quiet had the shape of a sphere centered at the error sensors (i.e., head of the driver and 
passenger). The diameter of the sphere was approximately 90 cm when four error sensors 
and four control sources were used. 

In the last section, prototype compact lightweight piezoelectric speakers were implemented 
as control sources. The results obtained with these speakers were comparable to those 
obtained with high end commercially available speakers. Nevertheless, the pressure 
response of these sources at very low frequencies (below 150 Hz) was too low to cancel the 
first harmonics of the signal. If the first harmonics were not filtered, the overall noise 
reduction would be decreased. In the case of configuration 2, the reduction at error sensor 2 
was estimated to be 4.6 dB, instead of 6.9 dB if the first harmonic was not filtered. 

5.3.2.2.3 Active control of simulated road noise 

In most of the previous work conducted on simulated road noise [19], a smooth drum is used 
to drive one or both of the front wheels of the vehicle at a constant speed. As a result, the 
frequency response measured at a microphone located in the cabin is multi harmonic (due to 
the periodicity of the rotating drum). The fundamental of the signal occurs at the frequency of 
rotation of the drum. In this experiment, performed at Goodyear in Akron, Ohio, the drum, 
which is driving only the front left wheel, is covered with a rough aggregate such that the 
sound pressure measured in the cabin is not multi harmonic. Most of the signal energy is 
concentrated from 100 to 150 Hz and from 200 to 350 Hz. Such a response is typical of the 
response measured in the cabin while the automobile is being driven on a rough road. The 
vehicle used to perform the experiments presented in this section is a similar Ford Explorer 
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residing at Goodyear. This is significant since it shows that the system can be readily applied 
to another vehide of same type. 

Principal component analysis. During this test, six accelerometers were fixed to the body of 
the car. They were equally spaced and located close to the wheel. In the entire frequency 
band, the amplitude of one of the singular values is much larger than the others, implying 
that only one independent source of vibration dominates. This is because only one wheel is 
being excited. Therefore, good control of the sound pressure inside the cabin is achievable 
with a low number of reference sensors. The main reason for the difference between the two 
tests is the fact that in the former the cabin is being excited by only one wheel. Principal 
component analysis as well as simulations based on the multiple coherence between 
candidate reference sensors and a microphone located in the cabin showed that a total of 
eight reference sensors would be necessary to obtain significant noise control during the 
rough road test.  

Five candidate reference signals were investigated using the multiple coherence based 
Simulation. Three accelerometers were positioned in three perpendicular directions on the 
control arm as close as possible to the driven wheel. One accelerometer was located on the 
firewall, on the same side. Because of non linearities that may occur at each connector 
linking the wheel to the body of the car, the vibration of the wall may not be correlated with 
the vibrations measured close to the wheel. One microphone was also located just behind 
the tuming wheel to measure the noise due to the interaction of the road with the tire. 
Because the principal component analysis showed that only two reference signals were 
necessary to perform active noise control when only one wheel was driven, the best 
combination of two of these reference sensors was investigated. The best result was 
obtained when the reference accelerometers were located on the suspension arm in the z-
direction (vertical motion of the wheel) and in the x-direction (transversal motion). A noise 
reduction close to 15 dB over the bandwidth 100 to 500 Hz was predicted at the error 
sensors. Other configurations involving the accelerometer located on the firewall and the 
signal from the control arm in the z-direction led to similar results. When the microphone was 
used with any another reference signal, poor attenuation (under 8 dB) was predicted.  

Experimental active noise control results. In order to implement active control of road 
noise, two acoustic sources and two error sensors were used in a position similar to 
configuration two, used in the configuration for the control of power train noise. The reference 
sensors were located on the suspension arm as close as possible to the wheel: one 
measuring the acceleration in the z-direction (vertical motion ofthe wheel) and one in the x-
direction (transversal motion of the wheel). 

In Figure 5.18 (a), experimental results at one error sensor are shown using the conventional 
speakers as control sources. At error sensor 2, the reduction is over 11 dB in the frequency 
band of the control (100 - 500Hz). If the attenuation is computed on a wider frequency band 
(20 - 1000 Hz), the reduction is 9 dB. The reduction obtained at error sensor 1 is lower, 9 dB 
and 6 dB, when computed respectively on the frequency band of control and on the wider 
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band. Note that for frequencies above 1000 Hz the response is much lower and therefore 
does not contribute much to the global response. These results are somewhat lower, than 
those predicted by the simulation (15 dB over the 100 - 500 Hz frequency band). The general 
trends in Figure 5.18 (a) are very obvious. Most of the control is obtained in the 100 - 150 Hz 
and 200 - 350 Hz frequency bands.  

Results from the case where the control is performed with piezoelectric sources is presented 
in Figure 5.18 (b). The test set up remained the same, and only the sources were changed. 
The reduction obtained in the 100 - 500 Hz frequency band is low compared to the reduction 
achieved with conventional speakers. The sound pressure level was decreased by only 2.5 
dB in this frequency band. As illustrated in Figure 5.18 (b), no control was achieved below 
200 Hz. Poor results at low frequencies are caused by the dynamics of the source. As 
discussed before, the output of the source is low at frequencies below 200 Hz. Control 
achieved above 200 Hz is very similar to that achieved with conventional speakers. 
Reduction of 7.2 dB was obtained at error sensor 1 between 200 and 400 Hz. 

a) Results obtained with        
conventional speakers 

 b) Results obtained with 
advanced speakers 

Fig. 5.18: Response at error sensors 

Microphones were positioned throughout the cabin of the automobile in order to monitor the 
effect of the control away from the error sensors. Three microphones were located in the 
back of the car, each of them at the position of the head of a passenger. Noise reduction of 
about 2 dB was measured in the 100 to 500 Hz frequency band. More microphones were 
positioned in the front, closer to the error sensors. While noise reduction of 6 dB was 
measured at ear level close to the front door, increases in sound level were measured at ear 
height in the center of the automobile and close to the windshield. Due to the positioning of 
the monitoring microphones it is not possible to estimate the extent of the zone of quiet 
around the error sensors. A more dense microphone array would have been required. 
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the radius of the zone of quiet is less than thirty 
centimeters because no noise reduction over 2 dB was measured thirty centimeters away 
from the error sensors. Although the control obtained is very localized, no significant spillover 
was measured away ofthe sensors.  
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The experiment presented in this section showed that active control of simulated road noise 
is possible using two carefully positioned reference sensors. These results agree with those 
of the principal component analysis, where it was stated that good control was achievable 
with a number of reference sensors as low as two.  

Best results were obtained with conventional speakers.  The piezoelectric sources performed 
well at frequencies above 200 Hz. The reduction obtained with the latter sources was low 
compared to the reduction obtained with the conventional speakers, because most of the 
energy of the signal from the error sensors was between 100 and 150 Hz. When the car is 
driven on a road, assuming that the disturbances caused by each wheel are not correlated, 
the controller would require eight reference sensors. However, if it is assumed that the noise 
measured in front of the car is mainly due to the front wheels, then noise control can be 
achieved at the position of the driver and front passenger with only four reference sensors. 

5.3.2.2.4 Conclusions

In chapter 5.3.2.2 the active control of both power train and simulated road noise inside a 
sport utility vehicle with standard passive treatment is described. Experimental results 
obtained with premium conventional speakers have been compared to results obtained with 
new compact lightweight piezoelectric based acoustic sources. First, experimental active 
control of power train and road noise was implemented in the cabin under various test 
conditions. It was shown that active control of power train noise was feasible with two 
conventional Speakers, two error sensors and three reference sensors from 40 to 500 Hz. 
Attenuation of 6.5 dB was obtained at the error sensors and a zone of quiet was created 
around the heads of the driver and front passenger. The zone of quiet was approximately a 
sphere of 45-cm radius (in which the attenuation is greater than 3 dB). It was also shown that 
active control of simulated road noise (one wheel excited by a roller covered with rough 
aggregate) was feasible between 100 and 500 Hz with two reference sensors, two error 
sensors and two conventional Speakers as control sources. Attenuation of up to 12 dB was 
recorded at one of the error sensors for this test case. Second, it was shown that the control 
of power train noise was feasible with the piezoelectric based speakers above 150 Hz. Due 
to the low output of these sources at frequencies below 200 Hz, it was not possible to control 
the engine firing frequency harmonics below 150 Hz. These sources were also used for the 
control of simulated road noise. No control of the sound pressure was obtained at the error 
sensors below 200 Hz. Attenuation of 7 dB was measured at the error sensors between 200 
and 400 Hz. It is predicted that good control of real road noise would require 8 reference 
sensors. 

5.3.3  Some commercial approaches of the car industry 

5.3.3.1 System by Siemens VDO in the air intake 

Siemens VDO Automotive AG (The companies Siemens Automotive and Mannesmann VDO 
have come together to form a partnership.) has developed a technology that allows the 
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engine sound and ist source to be actively influenced. With an ANC installed in the air intake 
system.  

The field tests conducted by Siemens VDO in the USA have shown that absolute silence is 
not always what is wanted. The motorist wishes for quiet only at night or when driving in the 
rain, in other words in driving situations where particular concentration is required. When 
driving cross-country during the day, harmonious sequences of tones are particularly 
preferred. In town an engine sound is considered to be exceptionally good when certain 
harmonics are significantly emphasized during acceleration phases. 

Siemens VDO's patented concept for the technical realization of Active Noise Control 
impresses with its simple construction. The sound level is continuously monitored by a 
microphone on the air intake side of the engine. On the basis of this measurement and a 
driving situation-related setpoint, the ANC controller calculates a corresponding tone that is 
generated by a loudspeaker in the intake system. Thanks to the proximity of the loudspeaker 
to the source of the sound, the power consumption of the system can be limited to just a few 
watts.  

Due to the fact that individual frequencies can be suppressed and others emphasized, ANC 
enables the automobile manufacturer to design the engine sound more freely. Selective 
sound design can be used to match the sound behavior of an engine - within the limits of the 
law - to the character of a car model.  

Today passive filters are employed to reduce the noise in the air intake system whose air 
resistance hinders the natural air intake of the engine. Because the performance of an 
engine is directly dependent on the intaken air volume, ANC serves not only to enhance 
comfort but also to increase the rated output of the engine.  

Siemens VDO, supplier of complete intake modules integrating intake manifold, fuel supply 
system and engine controller, is continuing to develop the system in Windsor, Ontario 
(Canada). Siemens VDO aims to be ready for the start of series production by the year 2005. 

5.3.3.2 ANC as standard equipment in Honda cars 

Honda Motor has equipped its "Accord Wagon" with an active noise control system that 
reduces the noise of driving inside the car for better audibility of music. This system, 
developed jointly with Matsushita Electric Industrial, comes as a standard equipment of the 
model Accord Wagon released on June 2000. 

This system is capable of reducing low frequency noise of around 40kHz produced inside the 
car when driving on rough roads. There is a microphone under the driver's seat to detect 
noise from the road surface and, by radiating a sound of the opposite phase from the audio 
speaker, it becomes possible to cut the noise level. In 1991, Nissan Motor installed on its 
"Bluebird" a system using similar technologies to reduce the engine noise. Honda's system is 
the first to reduce noise from the road surface. In addition, the noise control system was an 
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option on Bluebird, whereas it comes pre-installed on Accord Wagon. Use of analog filters 
instead of digital filters has cut costs for standard installation. The company plans to install its 
noise control system on other cars as well in the future. 
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5.4   Industrial applications 

5.4.1  Active exhaust silencer [10]

Active noise control has proven effective in the reduction of low frequency noise in ducts, e.g. 
in air conditioning systems. In many other applications the sound reducing capability of active 
silencers is limited by the harsh environment. In fact, higher temperatures, static and 
dynamic pressure loads, extreme sound power levels and abrasive flow often prohibit the 
use of active components at all. To turn the active technology in these cases to practical use 
it is necessary either to use resistant but costly components or to protect the sensitive 
components of the active system from rough influences. One possible way of protection is to 
remove the active parts physically from the duct thereby avoiding its direct contact to the gas 
flow. Hereby, the acoustic connection is maintained by a pipe which builds up a quarter-
wave-resonator with its well-known acoustic characteristic. The insertion loss (IL) of such a 
rigidly terminated side branch resonator can be altered and improved significantly if the end 
of the resonator is terminated by an active silencer cassette (ASC). 

The active exhaust silencer, shown in Figure 5.19, forms itself around the circular main duct 
and consists of two parts. At the bottom a porous absorber layer surrounds the main duct 
half. At the top side of the main duct there is a tube attached via a small opening. To protect 
the side branch mechanically and to avoid an exchange of gas from the main duct with that 
of the side branch the opening is covered by perforated sheet metal (4) and fibre fabric (3). 
Additionally, the opening is sealed hermetically by heat-resistant foil (2). 

Fig. 5.19: Active exhaust silencer 

In the side a porous absorber layer 
(5) is attached over the whole 
length which serves at one hand as 
heat insulation and at the other 
hand as an acoustic absorber for 
the interior of the resonator. The 
end of the side branch is 
terminated by a small box 
containing a standard loudspeaker 
(1), an electret microphone and an 
analogue controller which forms an 
active silencer cassett. With these 
active components an electro-
acoustic feedback loop is 

established. The feedback gain can be manually or automatically adjusted at the controller 
and determines within the stability limits the acoustic wall impedance of the active silencer 
cassett. 
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Figure 5.20 shows the results of the insertion loss measurements of the silencer in Figure 
5.19. The black curve describes the case where a plate of sheet metal rigidly terminates the 
end of the silencer branch as in conventional passive side resonators. This configuration 
forms a combination of Helmholtz- and Quarter-Wavelength-Resonator with a first insertion 
loss maximum of 17 dB at about 160 Hz. Additionally, the insertion loss increases with rising 
frequency due to the porous layer at the bottom half-pipe. 

Fig. 5.20 : Measured insertion loss of the active exhaust silencer 

The measured insertion loss changes little if an active cassette without feedback is 
assembled at the end of the side branch instead of the rigid termination (red curve). If the 
feedback loop is closed with the highest possible feedback gain the insertion loss maximum 
becomes broader and is shifted to about 50 Hz (green curve). With a feedback gain between 
the maximum and zero the low-frequency-maximum in the insertion loss will be located 
somewhere between 160 Hz and 50 Hz. It is possible to tune the insertion loss maximum 
from about 160 Hz to about 50 Hz simply by adjusting the feedback gain. This opens up the 
opportunity for a manual or an automatic control of the insertion loss depending on 
operational states of a noise emitting device as e.g. the rotational speed of an internal 
combustion engine or the temperature of a burners exhaust gas. 
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5.4.2  ANC in a large exhaust stack [17]

5.4.2.1  Introduction 

Practical issues associated with the installation of an active noise control (ANC) system in an 
80m high exhaust stack, containing a hot, wet and dirty air flow, are discussed in the 
following chapter. The noise problem to be controlled was a 165Hz tone generated by the fan 
at the bottom of the stack and radiated by the stack into the surrounding community from 
which complaints were received on a regular basis, sometimes from residents living more 
than 1km away.  

The stack was split into three parallel axial sections in the vicinity of the ANC system to 
ensure that only plane waves were present (Figure 5.14). The use of the ANC system 
resulted in reductions of the tonal noise of 10dB inside one section of the duct and 20dB 
inside the other two sections. It is expected that similar reductions in the tonal noise would be 
measured in the community. The result of the installation of the axial splitters which divided 
the duct into 3 sections such that the acoustic path length difference was 1/3 of a wavelength 
between adjacent sections.   

The project described here was undertaken to reduce the 165Hz tonal noise radiated by an 
80m high exhaust stack to the surrounding community. A large, 4m diameter centrifugal fan 
at the base of the exhaust stack forces air into the stack and generates tonal noise at the 
blade pass frequency (BPF). The fan had 10 blades and rotated with a speed of about 993 
rpm under normal plant operating conditions. 

The stack is characterised by a normal operating temperature of 100°C which rises to 180°C
at times. The exhaust from the fan consists of very moist and abrasive clay dust which sticks 
to non-vertical surfaces, forming a thick sludge. Previous attempts at the installation of a 
passive muffler had not been successful on a long term basis, partly because of the abrasive 
and sticky nature of the exhaust flow. With community complaints increasing, those 
responsible for the stack were left with the option of installing a passive muffler (of uncertain 
life) at a cost of over 200,000€ plus considerable plant downtime and inconvenience or giving 
active noise control a try. The system design and performance corresponding to the latter 
option is described here. The design specification was a noise reduction of 10 dB to 15 dB in 
the community at the frequency of the blade pass tone which varied from 152 Hz to 166 Hz, 
depending on plant operation conditions. 

The project began by installing two axial splitters in a section of duct about 2 metres 
upstream from the fan so that the duct was divided into 3 parallel axial sections (Figure 5.21). 
This required waiting until a scheduled plant shut down, then removing the duct insulation.  
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Fig. 5.21: Main fan, microphone and loudspeaker 
locations, numbers represent loudspeaker 
locations 

The reason for splitting the duct was to ensure that 
only plane waves were propagating in the vicinity of 
the ANC system.  A system without splitters would 
have resulted in the propagation of higher order 
acoustic modes in the duct and would have required 
considerably more effort to develop a suitable ANC 
system.  Thus the splitters were installed to ensure 
that no duct section dimension exceeded 0.5 
wavelengths (about 1.23m). An added benefit of the 
splitters was the possibility of additional noise 
reduction due to passive cancellation as a result of 
the sound path differences between adjacent 
sections of the duct being fortuitously close to one 
third of a wavelength (at the blade pass frequency). 
At 100°C, the speed of sound is 388m/s. Assuming 
an air flow speed in the duct of 20m/s, the effective 
speed of sound is 408m/s and the wavelength at 

165Hz is 2.47m. One third of this is 0.82m which is the path length difference between 
adjacent duct sections. The passive cancellation effect was not expected to replace the ANC 
system because the passive system would not be able to track temperature, fan speed and 
flow speed variations, all of which affect the effective wavelength of sound at the blade 
passage frequency. 

The design of feedforward active noise control systems may be divided into two separate 
tasks; the design of the physical system and the design of the electronic control system as 
shown in Figure 5.22.   

The physical system consists of: 

• the fan which is responsible for the unwanted tonal the noise, 

• the exhaust stack along which the noise propagates, 

• a tachometer for measuring the fan rotational speed, 

• microphones which measure the noise inside the exhaust stack, 

• loudspeakers which provide additional sound to "cancel" the BPF. 
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Fig. 5.22: Basic components of the active noise control system. 

The physical system includes transducers (loudspeakers and microphones) which convert 
physical properties into electrical signals.  These electrical signals are used by the electronic 
system which comprises: 

• a digital controller which generates an appropriate control signal based on the 
microphone and tachometer signals, 

• power amplifiers (not shown) which amplify the control signal for the loudspeakers, 

• instrumentation filters and amplifiers (not shown) which are used to condition the 
electrical signal so they are suitable for the digital controller. 

5.4.2.2  Physical system design 

Before discussing the design of the components of the physical system, it is worth 
mentioning the factors that limit the performance of the overall system and the importance of 
each factor. The first factor which limits control system performance is the location of the 
control sources.  Once these locations have been optimised, the error sensor locations will 
determine the maximum achievable noise reduction. The next factor is the quality of the 
reference signal.  If this is contaminated with frequency components which need not be 
controlled, then the achievable control of the components which do require control will be 
reduced.  In fact, in an ideal situation, the relative strength of each frequency component in 
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the reference signal should reflect the relative desired amount of reduction of each of the 
components in the error signal.  Perhaps the hierarchical nature of active control can best be 
understood with Figure 5.23. 

Fig. 5.23: Performance hierarchy for active noise control 

5.4.2.2.1 Control source location 

The location of the control source in terms of wavelengths of separation between the control 
source and effective location of the offending noise source is crucial to the success of the 
installation, in terms of how hard the loudspeaker will have to be driven and the maximum 
amount of control achievable. The optimum locations can be calculated exactly for a constant 
pressure source or a constant volume velocity source.   

Unfortunately, the worst locations for a constant volume velocity source are the best 
locations for a constant pressure source and most industrial noise sources are somewhere 
between these two ideal cases The ideal location requires some trial and error testing to 
asure a high degree of certainty. As a centrifugal fan is close in nature to a constant pressure 
source, this idealisation will be used here for illustrative purposes. Another complicating 
factor is the effective impedance of the primary source in terms of the phase and amplitude 
of the reflection of upstream propagating acoustic waves. This also affects the optimum 
control source location. 

For the case under consideration, the duct temperature varies from 100°C to 180°C and for a 
flow speed of 20m/s, this corresponds to a wavelength variation from 2.47m to 2.72m.  To 
cover all possibilities it is clear that three speakers in each duct section separated axially by 
about 0.45m will be needed.  For the trial installation, two speakers on opposite sides of each 
duct section and separated axially by 0.55m were used.   

Maximum possible noise reduction
determined by control source arangement

Limit to noise reduction determined
by error sensor arrangement
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5.4.2.2.2 Control source equipment 

Power amplifiers supplied the control signals from the electronic controller to the control 
loudspeakers to generate the cancelling acoustic signals in the three sections of the exhaust 
stack. The loudspeaker cones were sprayed with lacquer to prevent deterioration in the moist 
environment. The loudspeakers were rated at 250W and were mid-range speakers (1m). 

The enclosures housing the loudspeakers have provision for cooling air flow through the 
backing cavity and purging air flow in the front of the loudspeaker cone and then into the duct 
to keep the speaker as clean as possible. The experimantal enclosure design is illustrated in 
Figure 5.24.  

Fig. 5.24: Loudspeaker enclosure configuration. 

Very early in the trials, loudspeakers were failing on a regular basis, even though they were 
not being driven at more than half their maximum rating. The loudspeaker enclosures are 
heated by conduction and radiation from the duct walls and by convection from the hot air in 
the duct. When the plant operating condition is such that the duct temperature rises to 
180°C, the diaphragm which supports the loudspeaker cone becomes soft and easily 
distorts. This has two effects: Firstly, when the cone distorts, the voice coil attached to the 
cone rubs on the loudspeaker magnet. The rubbing removes the insulation on the coil and 
then an electrical "short circuit" occurs which destroys the voice coil. The rubbing also occurs 
when no control signal is applied to the loudspeaker because the high noise levels in the 
duct result in a significant movement of the loudspeaker cone. This voice coil failure occurred 
with several loudspeakers and caused significant delays in the progress of the project.  
Secondly, when the diaphragm is soft, the loudspeaker cone is pulled into the exhaust stack 
by the suction effect generated by the large air flow up the stack. When the air temperature 
returns to normal operating temperature, the diaphragm is permanently displaced towards 
the end of the cone's traverse. This damage reduces the efficiency of the loudspeaker in 
converting electrical power into sound power. Thus the original design of the loudspeaker 
enclosure shown in Figure 5.24 was modified to include cooling air flow through the backing 
cavity. It is anticipated that a chilled water jacket will be needed around the loudspeaker 
enclosures and loudspeaker driving magnets if the loudspeakers are to have a reasonable 
life. 
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5.4.2.2.3 Error sensor location 

The error sensor locations were placed by the following constraints: 

• At least one was necessary for each duct section. 

• They had to be as far away from the control sources as possible to minimise the 
effect of the near field on the overall control system performance. 

• They had to be well below the top of the splitters (500mm) to minimise contamination 
from sound propagating in adjacent duct sections. 

• They should not be near a node in the standing wave in the duct section caused by 
reflection from the end of the splitter. The 500mm criterion also satisfied this criterion. 

5.4.2.2.4 Error signal equipment 

Error microphones were mounted in sets of three in a microphone stub as shown in Figure 
5.25.  The stub includes a filter cover to protect the microphone from airborne contaminants, 
a microphone holder which holds three microphones and an air-line coupling which forces 
cooling air over the microphones. 

Fig. 5.25: Microphone stub assembly 

The three microphones in each stub are connected to a microphone preamplifier and a 
summation circuit mounted in the ANC System Control Box, where the signals are combined 
into a single 'error signal' for each microphone stub. In this way, the error sensing system is 
triple-redundant. The ANC system will still function upon failure of up to two of the 
microphones in each stub. 

A typical frequency spectrum of the noise level measured by an error microphone in the duct 
section closest to the control box is shown in Figure 5.26.  It can be seen that the noise level 
at the BPF (165 Hz) is approximately 120 dB (linear). This signal varies from 116 dB up to 
130 dB, depending on the location of the microphone along the duct axis. 
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Fig. 5.26: Sound pressure level in the 
exhaust stack, measured in the duct 
section closest to the control box 

 Fig. 5.27: Typical filtered error 
signal frequency spectrum 

The electrical signal from the microphone passes through an analog band pass filter to 
reduce the signal levels at frequencies other than at the BPF. The reason for filtering the 
error microphone signal is to provide the digital controller with a measure of the noise at the 
BPF and to ignore noise at other frequencies. A typical frequency spectrum of the filtered 
error signal is shown in Figure 5.27. The peak in the spectrum at the blade pass frequency 
(165Hz) is clearly evident and the second harmonic (330 Hz) is nearly 20 dB less. The 
amount by which the tonal peak exceeds the background noise varies by about ±5 dB and 
the background noise, including that due to the air cooling, is always at least 25 dB below the 
peak. The delay through the error sensor filter has no measurable effect on the performance 
of the control system. 

The cooling air which is used to reduce the temperature of the microphones has been 
obtained from the plant compressed air line. Oil in the compressed air line has entirely 
covered all the microphones and they are all functioning after several months of use. 

5.4.2.2.5 Reference signal considerations 

In the described study were two choices for the reference signal: a tachometer on the fan 
shaft or reference microphone upstream of the control sources. The advantage of the 
tachometer is that it is relatively straightforward to implement and is much more reliable. The 
disadvantage is that only frequencies corresponding to the fan blade pass frequency and its 
harmonics will be derived for control by the electronic controller. Although the noise causing 
the problem did appear to be tonal in nature, it did not appear as a sharp spectral peak, 
probably as a result of slight speed variations of the fan. If the lack of sharpness of the peak 
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were a result of noise being generated by an instability phenomenon, then the signal from 
the tachometer would be an unsuitable reference signal. 

One advantage of using a microphone reference signal is that the noise generating 
mechanism is unimportant and the dominant part of the spectrum will be controlled 
regardless. The disadvantage is that the microphone signal will be contaminated with fluid 
pressure fluctuations which propagate at the speed of flow and not the speed of sound.  Also 
any filtering of the reference signal to remove the unwanted signals is likely to result in 
unacceptable delays through the filter with the result that the controller is unlikely to receive 
the reference signal in time to generate the required control signal. 

5.4.2.2.6 Reference signal equipment 

The tachometer system is used to provide a reference signal to the digital controller. It 
consists of a digital inductive pickup mounted close to the notched shaft encoder disk. The 
notched encoder disc has the same number of evenly spaced notches as there are blades 
on the fan.   

The pickup head supplies a square wave signal 
of frequency equal to the blade pass frequency to 
the tachometer amplifier in the ANC System 
Control Box which incorporates a power supply 
and signal conditioner. The digital signal from the 
pickup is converted into a sinusoidal reference 
signal at the same frequency as the noise 
produced by the fan, by filtering out all multiples 
of the BPF with a low pass filter. 

A typical frequency spectrum of the filtered 
tachometer signal is shown in Figure 5.28. The 
BPF can be seen clearly at 165Hz. The first 
harmonic and side bands are approximately 35dB 
lower; thus resulting in a high quality reference 
signal being provided to the digital controller. 

Fig. 5.28: Reference signal frequency spectrum 

5.4.2.2.7 Electronic controller

The electronic control system used to process the incoming tachometer and microphone 
signals was the Causal System's EZ-ANC.  

It was necessary to measure the transfer function between the output to the loudspeakers 
and the input from the error microphones on-line on a continuous basis to maintain algorithm 
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stability. The algorithm was used to adapt the weights of an FIR filter which simulated this 
transfer function and which was easily incorporated in the control algorithm. It was found that 
best results were obtained when the controller was configured as three 2-channel systems, 
as shown in Figure 5.29. Each system had one error signal input and two control outputs and 
operated on one of the three duct sections. A significant amount of leakage was used in the 
control algorithm to even out the driving signals to the two loudspeakers in each duct section. 
This was necessary to prevent the loudspeaker in the poorer location in the duct (from the 
control viewpoint) from being over driven. 

Fig. 5.29: Control system configuration  

To prevent the digitised error signal voltage becoming too large, which results in the digital 
controller becoming unstable, the value of the input gain for the error signal is adjusted so 
that the error signal is at approximately half of the maximum allowed value to allow for 
possible fluctuations. 

5.4.2.3 Active noise control trials 

The ANC system described in the preceding sections has been used to reduce the noise 
levels in the exhaust stack. Trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of an ANC solution to 
the noise problem. The active noise control trials involved using the system described in the 
preceding sections, to simultaneously reduce the noise levels in each of the three sections of 
the exhaust stack.  Figures 5.30 to 5.32 show the spectrum of the filtered error microphone 
voltage in each of the three sections in the exhaust stack, with no active control and when 
active control is used.  The duct section numbers are identified in Figure 5.21, where duct 
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section 1 corresponds to loudspeakers 1 and 2, duct section 2 corresponds to loudspeakers 
3 and 4 and duct section 3 corresponds to loudspeakers 5 and 6. 

The differences between the two spectra shown in each figure are directly comparable to the 
expected reductions in the in-duct sound pressure levels at the BPF. Figure 5.30 shows the 
poorest result of all three sections. Only 10dB reduction was possible at the error 
microphone. Figure 5.30 and 5.31 show noise level reductions of about 20 dB. The reason 
for the poor result in duct section 1 is due to the non-optimum placement of the loudspeaker 
enclosures in the axial direction along the duct. 

Fig. 5.30: Filtered error microphone voltage in 
duct closest to control box (duct section 1). 

Fig. 5.31: Filtered error microphone voltage 
in the middle section (duct section 2). 
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Fig. 5.32: Filtered error microphone voltage in duct (duct section 3). 

The required loudspeaker outputs to achieve the control shown in the figures are listed in 
Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Loudspeaker voltage across 
terminals during active control trials. 

The loudspeakers are numbered as shown in Figure 5.21 with the numbered loudspeakers 
located inside the liquid starter room (one in each of the three sections) and with the even 
numbered speakers outside on the opposite side of the duct (with number 2 opposite number 
1, etc). 

System additions. The following two extensions to the current system are desirable to 
provide remote control and monitoring of the ANC system performance. 

Time averaged Sound Pressure Levels in the stack. Filtered outputs from the 
microphones can be rectified then low pass filtered to provide calibrated DC levels (4-
20mA) which can be integrated with the current plant control system.  This will enable 
the continual observation and tracking of the sound levels in the stack. Such 
information could be correlated with other process information to identify potential 

Speaker 
number

Duct
section
number

Voltage 
(Vrms) 

Power 
(Watts) 

1 1 33 140 
2 1 26 85 
3 2 29 105 
4 2 23 65 
5 3 33 140 
6 3 21 55 
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process conditions where noise emitted by the stack is at a minimum. In addition, in 
the unlikely event that the system becomes unstable, the operator could be alerted. 

A remote reset for the EZ-ANC control system. This would allow remote reset of 
the control system from the process control room should the controller become 
unstable. 

5.4.2.4 Conclusions 

In spite of the harsh environmental conditions, an active noise control system has been 
shown to be effective in attenuating the noise generated by a large fan at the blade pass 
frequency and radiated by an 80m high exhaust stack. In-duct reductions of up to 20dB were 
obtained after special treatment of the loudspeakers and microphones. The installation of 
axial splitters in the duct to cut out cross modes for the active noise control system had the 
added benefit of providing some passive cancellation due to the propagation path in each of 
the three sections being one third of a wavelength different to that in other sections. 
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6  Summary 
Noise is usually still reduced by passive means like damping plates and sound absorbing 
materials. All these passive means show only good attenuation results for high frequencies 
and have several disadvantages. In the last decades, the active control of sound and 
vibration has emerged as a viable technology to fill the low-frequency technology gap. 
„Active“ in this case means the cancelling of unwanted noise by producing the same noise 
with an 180 degree phase-shift. This phenomenon is called destructive interference (chapter 
4.3.2) with the result of quiet.   

The first patent on an ANC (Active Noise Control) system got the German Lueg in 1936. He 
was the first scientist who experimented with acoustic waves and constructive or destructive 
interference, which cause intensification and weakening of the sound field. The accelerating 
interest in ANC began in the late 1960s with several scientific publications. A general trend 
since the late 80s is now seen towards the application of digital signal processing techniques 
to the active control of noise. The current advance in digital technology makes the 
implementation of digital controlers easier in use and cheaper.     

Today the most important applications of active noise attenuation are exhaust mufflers for 
internal combustion engines, headphones for aircraft use, aircraft cabin noise reduction, 
ambulances, dishwashers, vibration isolators for engines, vibration isolation to protect 
electronics from vibration and shock, furnaces and boiler. From the environmental point of 
view the actively quietning systems in cars, transformers and exhaust stacks are described in 
detail (chapter 5).  

The evaluation of the effect of error sensing strategies on the performance of an active 
system to control tonal noise radiation from a small transformer is described in chapter 5.2. 
The results represent the best that could be expected using an ideal feedforward (chapter 
4.3.3) active control system. It is shown that the sound reduction was mainly achieved by the 
modal rearrangement control mechanism. 

As far as road noise in cars is concerned (chapter 5.3) there remains much work to be done 
to investigate the use of ANC in automobiles with typical damping where there is increased 
modal overlap and reduced acoustic resonances. Nevertheless there are some good 
examples of state of the art technology like the Siemens VDO system (5.3.3.1) and ANC as 
standard equipment in Honda cars (chapter 5.3.3.2). 

In chapter 5.4 it is shown that the active attenuation of noise generated by an exhaust pipe 
as well as a large industrial fan in a 80m high exhaust stack is possible by active means. 

For future work researchers should develop better integrated active control solutions for 
complex noise problems (industrial noise) and more accurate active automobile audio 
systems.  
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7   Glossary 

7.1  Dictionary 

Intensity of Three-Dimensional Waves 
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r π

Source Decibels Description 
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Speed of Sound 

Gases

Liquids

Solids
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Substancs Temperature (°C) Speed (m/s) 
Gases 

Liquids  

Solids 

Superposition 
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Wavelength and Period 
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